
         Stokeinteignhead Primary School  
         YEAR A: Year 2 and 3 Long Term Overview 

Subject Autumn A Autumn B Spring A Spring B Summer A Summer B 

English • Instructions (The 
Disgusting Sandwich) 

• Information Texts 

• Biography  

• Short Story: Fatou Fetch 
the Water 

• Explanation Texts: What 
would you do with a tail 
like this? 

• Playscripts 

• Descriptive Setting: Lila 
and the Secret of Rain 

• Diary/Recount: Lila and 
the Secret of Rain 

• Extended Story (with 
dialogue): The Perfect Pet 

• Extended Story (with 
dialogue): The Perfect Pet 

• Non-Chronological 
Report 

• Poetry 

• Autobiography 

• Chronological Report 
• Instructions 

• Playscripts 

• Persuasive Report 

Cross-Curricular English  The Disgusting Sandwich 
(linked to Science) 
Biography  
(linked to History: Florence 
Nightingale) 

Fatou Fetch the Water  
(linked to Geography) 

The Perfect Pet 
(linked to Science) 
Non-Chronological Report 
(linked to History) 

Chronological Report 
(linked to History) 
Instructions 
(Linked to Science) 

Maths Number: Place Value 
Year 2: Numbers to 100 
Year 3: Number to 1000 
Number: Addition and Subtraction 
Year 2: Numbers within 100 (including money) 
Year 3: Numbers within 1000 (including money) 
Number: Multiplication 

Number: Division 
Statistics 
Measurement: Length and Height 
Geometry 
Year 2: Shape, Position and Direction 
Year 3: Shape and Perimeter 
Number: Fractions  
Year 2: Fractions and Consolidation 
Year 3: Fractions 

Measurement 
Year 2: Time and Problem Solving  
Year 3: Four Operations and Problem Solving 
Measurement 
Year 2: Mass, Capacity and Temperature 
Year 3: Mass and Capacity 
Geometry 
Year 3: Shape, Space and Movement Consolidation 
Number 
Year 2: Consolidation and Investigation 
Year 3: Fractions Recap 

Cross-Curricular Maths Statistics  
(Linked to Science) 

Geometry: position and direction 
(linked to Geography) 
Measures 
(linked to DT) 

Statistics 
(Linked to Geography) 
Time  
(Timelines linked to History) 

Science Staying Healthy 
How will 5 a day help me to 

stay healthy?  

• Can they explain the basic 
needs of animals, 
including humans for 
survival? (water, food, 
air). 

• Can they describe why 
exercise, balanced diet 
and hygiene are 
important for humans? 

Materials & Their Properties 
What materials is our school 

made from? 

• Identify and compare the 
suitability of everyday 
materials, including 
wood, metal, plastic, 
glass, brick, rock and 
paper for particular uses. 

• Explore how the shapes 
of solid objects can be 
changed. 

• Explain how things move 
on different surfaces. 

Living Things & Their Habitats 
Why wouldn’t a crocodile make a good pet? 

• Describe what animals need to survive. 

• Explain that animals grow and reproduce. 
• Explain why animals have offspring which grow into adults. 

• Describe the lifecycle of some living things. 

• Explain the basic needs of animals, including humans for 
survival. 

• Match certain living things to the habitats they are found in. 

• Explain the differences between living and non-living things. 

• Describe life processes common to plants and animals. 

• Decide whether something is living, dead or non-living. 

• Describe how a habitat provides for the basic needs of the 
things living there. 

• Describe a range of habitats and how animals are suited to 
living there. 

Plants 
How can we grow our own salad?  

• Describe what plants need to survive. 

• Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into 
mature plants. 

• Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a 
suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. 

 

• Identify and describe the functions of different parts of 
flowering plants (roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers). 

• Explore the requirement of plants for life and growth (air, 
light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to grow). 

History Significant Individual: Florence Nightingale 
How has Florence Nightingale helped to make the world a better 

place?   

• Identify people from the present and past who are famous. 
• Identify how people became famous. 

Changes Withing Living Memory 
What was life like when the queen was crowned in 1953? 

• What is a coronation and how would it have looked? 
• What would you have done after school in 1953? 

Key Event 
Did Zog start the Great Fire of London?   

• Understand where the Great Fire broke out and when the 
fire happened. 



• Learn how to infer information from pictures of the past. 

• Understand how to recognise similarities and differences 
between what people wear today and what people wore a 
long time ago. 

• Learn about the life of a famous person from the past and 
why she acted as she did. 

• Infer information from a written or visual account of a 
person’s life. 

• Locate the site of a historical event on a map. 

• Use pictures to help them ask and answer questions about 
Florence Nightingale. 

• Recount the main events in the life of a famous person. 
• Learn about conditions in the Crimea. 

• Select information from pictures about conditions in the 
hospital in Scutari. 

• Learn about some of the improvements made by Florence 
Nightingale. 

• Be able to identify some reasons for her actions. 

• Sequence events related to the life of a person. 
• Understand why Florence Nightingale is remembered today. 

• What would the features of popular culture have looked like 
in 1953? (Fashion and sport). 

• How much would a basket of shopping have cost in 1953? 
• What was the British Empire? 

• What significant events have happened during the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth II? 

• What jobs does the Queen do? 

• Be able to place the event on a timeline showing periods 
in the history of England. 

• Learn about the main events of the fire and about the 
results of the fire. 

• Be able to sequence the events correctly. 

• Understand why the fire spread so far for so long. 

• Understand what makes cities safer from great fires 
today. 

Local History Week 

Geography  Life in Another Country: Africa 
Where would you prefer to live, the UK or Kenya? 

• Locate a variety of places at home and abroad and to find 
places on a map. 

• Recognise features of places. 

• Identify types of weather experienced in places and seasonal 
change and their effects on people. 

• Learn about the location of other places. 

• Learn about the types of transport used to get to other 
places. 

• Respond to geographical questions. 

• Use and interpret globes, atlases and maps. 

• Use secondary sources and ICT to access information. 

• Identify physical and human features of the landscape. 
• Understand how places relate to each other. 

• Understand how to make maps 

• Learn about similarities and differences between places. 

• Understand how to begin to understand the relationship 
between location and economic activity. 

 Mapping and Fieldwork Skills 
What would Lila find exciting about our village? 

• Investigate places and learn about the wider context of 
places. 

• Make, use and interpret maps and plans. 

• Learn about physical and human features of a place. 

• Learn about land use in settlements. 

• Use secondary sources and ICT to handle data. 

• Collect evidence and use fieldwork techniques to collect and 
record evidence. 

• Understand how the locality is linked with other places. 

• Understand about environmental impact and sustainability. 

Holidays in Britain 
Why do people come to Devon on holiday?   

• Name and investigate places. 

• Use geographical terms. 

• Use maps and atlases. 

• Conduct a survey and use a variety of resources to find 
out information. 

• Understand about the effects of weather on people and 
their surroundings. 

• Use aerial photographs. 

• Compare their own locality with a different locality. 

• Identify features of the seaside in the past and make 
comparisons with the seaside today. 

• Use secondary sources to find out information and to 
develop awareness of the wider world. 

• Learn about the nature of places. 

• Learn about the effects of weather on people and their 
surroundings. 

Art Drawing 
Still Life 

(Georgia O’Keefe study) 

•  

Print 
Patterns in Nature 

• Make a printing block. 
• Make a 2 colour print. 

Painting 

• Predict with accuracy the 
colours that they mix. 

• Know where each of the 
primary and secondary 
colours sit on the colour 
wheel. 

• Create a background 
using a wash. 

• Use a range of brushes to 
create different effects. 

 

3D/Textiles 

• Add to their work to 
create texture and shape. 

• Work with life-size 
materials. 

• Create pop-ups. 

• Use more than one type 
of stitch. 

• Join fabric together to 
form part of a quilt using 
padding. 

Collage (Colour) 
Hundertwasser 

• Cut accurately. 
• Overlap materials. 

• Experiment using different colours. 

• Use mosaics. 

• Use montage. 



• Use sewing to add detail 
to a piece of work. 

Sketch Books  

• Use their sketch books to express their feelings about various subjects and describe likes and dislikes. 
• Make notes in their sketchbooks about techniques used by artists. 

• Suggest improvements to their work by keeping notes in their sketch books. 
 

Knowledge 

• Compare the work of different artists. 

• Explore work from other cultures. 

• Explore work from other periods of time. 

• Begin to understand the viewpoints of others by looking at images of people and understand how they are feeling and what the artist is trying to express in their work. 

DT Cooking and Nutrition 
Fruit Salad/Smoothies 

• Understand that there are a variety of smoothies (structure 
and content) 

• Understand that people have different preferences. 

• Understand that databases are useful for holding survey 
information. 

• Understand that food can be divided into different groups. 
• Understand that smoothies can form part of a healthy diet. 

• Understand that different combinations of ingredients can 
affect the taste and texture of the product. 

• Learn how to use appropriate language related to food 
products. 

• Understand about the importance of hygienic food 
preparation and storage. 

• Understand how to use tools safely and effectively. 

• Understand that combinations of ingredients, preparation 
and cooking can affect the end product. 

• Understand how to identify a purpose for their smoothie e.g. 
for a summer picnic, energy and establish criteria for a 
successful product. 

• Understand how to plan the order of their work before 
starting. 

• Understand that they can modify their designs by evaluating 
as they are making. 

• Understand that the quality of their product will depend on 
their skills, accuracy and care. 

• Be able to evaluate their product against original design 
criteria. 

Use of materials/Constructions 
Photo frames 

• Understand why it is important for structures to be stable. 

• Understand the effectiveness of triangulation in structures. 

• Understand that some structures are made stable by having 

a wide base. 

• Understand how to disassemble and evaluate familiar 

products. 

• Understand the different ways of making stable structures. 

• Understand the different ways of strengthening paper. 

• Understand how to evaluate different joining methods. 

• Understand how to consider who they are designing for. 

• Understand how to implement their prior learning about 

stiffness and stability into their design proposals. 

• Understand how to make drawings with labels when 

designing. 

• Understand how to evaluate their product against their 

original design criteria. 

Mechanisms 
Wind Up Toys  

• Understand that a 
winding mechanism has 
an axle that turns and a 
handle. 

• Understand how to 
observe carefully what 
happens when such a 
mechanism works. 

• Understand how to 
make simple drawings 
to show how the 
mechanism works. 

• Understand techniques 
for making winding 
mechanisms. 

• Understand how to use 
tools accurately and 
safely. 

• Understand how to 
investigate and evaluate 
ways of making 
characters for the toy. 

• Understand how to 
identify criteria for their 
design. 

• Understand how to 
select tools and 
materials and use 
correct vocabulary to 
name and describe 
them. 

• Understand how to 
assemble, join and 
combine materials to 
make a winding 
mechanism. 

• Understand how to 
understand the need for 

Textiles 

• Understand that fabrics 
can be patterned in 
different ways. 

• Understand that 2D 
paper patterns are used 
to mark out the shape 
and size of pieces to 
make a 3D product. 

• Understand how to 
make repeat patterns. 

• Understand how to use 
a graphics program to 
try out different 
patterns. 

• Understand how to use 
different techniques for 
joining fabric. 

• Understand that a 
paper pattern can be 
used to mark out 
identical pieces. 

• Understand how to use 
existing fabric designs 
as inspiration for their 
own pattern-making. 

• Understand how to 
develop and 
communicate their 
design ideas through 
drawing and modelling. 

• Know that some tasks 
have to be done prior to 
others. 

• Understand how to 
make and/or use a 
simple paper 
pattern/template. 



a stable structure to 
support a mechanism. 

• Understand how to 
evaluate against design 
criteria. 

• Understand how to cut, 
shape and join fabric to 
make a simple garment. 

• Understand how to 
follow their computer-
generated pattern. 

• Understand how to 
evaluate what they 
have made. 

RE 
F = EYFS units 
1 = KS1 units 

F4 – Being special: where do 
we belong? 

 
 

1.10 – What does it mean to be 
a faith community 

F2 – Why is Christmas so 
special to Christians? 

 
 

1.1 – What do Christians 
believe God is like? 

F1 – Why is the word ‘God’ so 
important to Christians? 

 
 

1.7  - Who is Jewish and how 
do they live? 

F3 – Why is Easter special to 
Christians? 

 
 

1.7  - Who is Jewish and how 
do they live? 

F5 – What places are special 
and why? 

 
 

1.2 – Who do Christians say 
made the world? 

F6 – What times/ stories are 
special and why? 

 
1.9 – How should we care for 
the world and for others, and 
why does it matter? (C, J, NR) 

PSHE It’s Our World 

• The wider community 
and local democracy. 

• Rights and 
responsibilities. 

• Environmental awareness 
and sustainability issues. 

Say ‘NO’ 

• Drugs Education: 
medicines and legal 
drugs. 

• Drugs Education: illegal 
drugs and risk-taking 
behaviour. 

• Feeling safe. 

• Anti-bullying. 

Money Matters 

• Understanding finance 
and money. 

• Shopping and budgeting. 
• Risk and debt. 

• Goal-setting and 
motivation. 

Who Likes Chocolate 

• Fair trade. 

• Globalisation Inequalities. 
• Hunger and poverty. 

• Media and stereotyping. 

People Around Us 

• Global citizenship. 

• Different identities 
around the world. 

• Challenging prejudice. 

• Support networks – 
relationships and 
families.  

Growing Up 

• SRE: Differences, 
growing up. 

• Puberty and 
reproduction. 

• Managing change 
• Preparing for transition. 

Music 
(Charanga) Y3 Focus 

Let Your Spirit Fly  
Historical Context of Musical 

Styles 

Glockenspiel  
(Stage 1) 

Three Little Birds The Dragon Song Bringing Us Together Reflect, Rewind and Replay 

Performing 
• Do they sing and follow the melody (tune)? • Do they sing accurately at a given pitch? • Can they 
perform simple patterns and accompaniments keeping a steady pulse? • Can they perform with 
others? • Can they play simple rhythmic patterns on an instrument? • Can they sing/clap a pulse 
increasing or decreasing in tempo? 
Composing (incl notation) 
• Can they order sounds to create a beginning, middle and end? • Can they create music in response 
to themes? • Can they choose sounds which create an effect? • Can they use symbols to represent 
sounds? • Can they make connections between notations and musical sounds? 
Appraising 
• Can they improve their own work? • Can they listen out for particular things when listening to 
music? 

Performing 
• Do they sing in tune with expression? • Do they control their voice when singing? • Can they 
play clear notes on instruments? 
Composing (incl notation) 
• Can they use different elements in their composition? • Can they create repeated patterns with 
different instruments? • Can they compose melodies and songs? • Can they create 
accompaniments for tunes? • Can they combine different sounds to create a specific mood or 
feeling? 
Appraising 
Can they improve their work; explaining how it has improved? • Can they use musical words (the 
elements of music) to describe a piece of music and compositions? • Can they use musical words 
to describe what they like and dislike? • Can they recognise the work of at least one famous 
composer? 

Computing 
(Rising Stars) 
Y3 Focus 

Programming 
We are Programmers 

 

Computational Thinking 
We are Bug Fixers 

 

Creativity 
We are Presenters 

 

Computer Networks 
We are Network Engineers 

 

Communication/ 
Collaboration 

We are Communicators 

Productivity 
We are Opinion Pollsters 

 

Design, write and debug 
programs that accomplish 
specific goals; solve problems 
by decomposing 
them into smaller parts. 
Use sequence … in programs; 
work with variables 
and various forms of input and 
output. 

Debug programs that 
accomplish specific goals. 
Use sequence, selection, and 
repetition in 
programs; work with variables 
and various forms of 
input and output. 
Use logical reasoning to explain 
how some simple 

Select, use and combine a 
variety of software 
(including internet services) on 
a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, 
systems and content that 
accomplish given goals, 

Understand computer 
networks, including the 
internet; how they can provide 
multiple services. 
Use technology safely, 
respectfully and 
responsibly; recognise 
acceptable/unacceptable 

Understand computer 
networks, including the 
internet; how they can 
provide multiple services, 
such as the world wide web; 
and the opportunities 
they offer for 
communication and 
collaboration. 

Select, use and combine a 
variety of software 
(including internet services) 
on a range of digital 
devices to design and create a 
range of programs, 
systems and content that 
accomplish given goals, 



Use logical reasoning to detect 
and correct errors 
in algorithms and programs. 
Select, use and combine a 
variety of software … to 
design and create … content 
that accomplish(es) 
given goals, including … 
presenting … information. 

algorithms work and to detect 
and correct errors in 
algorithms and programs. 

including collecting, analysing, 
evaluating and 
presenting data and 
information. 
Work with various forms of 
input and output. 
Use technology safely, 
respectfully and responsibly. 

behaviour; identify a range of 
ways to report 

concerns about content and 
contact. 

Select, use and combine a 
variety of software 
(including internet services) 
on a range of digital 
devices to design and create 
a range of programs, 
systems and content that 
accomplish given goals, 
including collecting, 
analysing, evaluating and 
presenting data and 
information. 
Use technology safely, 
respectfully and 
responsibly; recognise 
acceptable/unacceptable 
behaviour; identify a range 
of ways to report 
concerns about content and 

contact. 

including collecting, analysing, 
evaluating and 
presenting data and 
information. 
Understand computer 
networks, including the 
internet; how they can 
provide multiple services, 
such as the world wide web; 
and the opportunities 
they offer for communication 

and collaboration. 

E-Safety Knowledge and Understanding 

• Do they understand the need for rules to keep them safe when exchanging learning and ideas 
online? 

• Can they recognise that information on the internet may not be accurate or reliable and may be 
used for bias, manipulation or persuasion? 

• Do they understand that the internet contains fact, fiction and opinion and begin to distinguish 
between them? 

• Can they use strategies to verify information, e.g. crosschecking? 
• Do they understand the need for caution when using an internet search for images and what to 

do if they find an unsuitable image? 

• Do they understand that copyright exists on most digital images, video and recorded music? 

• Do they understand the need to keep personal information and passwords private? 

• Do they understand that if they make personal information available online it may be seen and 
used by others? 

• Do they know how to respond if asked for personal information or feel unsafe about content of 
a message? 

• Can they recognise that cyber bullying is unacceptable and will be sanctioned in line with the 
school’s policy? 

• Do they know how to report an incident of cyber bullying? 

• Do they know the difference between online communication tools used in school and those used 
at home? 

• Do they understand the need to develop an alias for some public online use? 

• Do they understand that the outcome of internet searches at home may be different than at 
school? 

Skills 

• Do they follow the school’s safer internet rules? 

• Do they recognise the difference between the work of others which has been copied 
(plagiarism) and restructuring and re-presenting materials in ways which are unique and new? 

• Can they begin to identify when emails should not be opened and when an attachment may 
not be safe? 

• Can they explain how to use email safely? 
• Can they use different search engines? 

P.E. YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 

Games 
• Can they use hitting, kicking 
and/or rolling in a game? 
• Can they stay in a ‘zone’ 
during a game? 

Games 
• Can they throw and catch 
with control when under 
limited pressure? 
• Are they aware of space and 
use it to support team-mates 

Games 
• Can they use hitting, kicking 
and/or rolling in a game? 
• Can they stay in a ‘zone’ 
during a game? 

Games 
• Can they throw and catch 
with control when under 
limited pressure? 
• Are they aware of space and 
use it to support team-mates 

Games 
• Can they use hitting, 
kicking and/or rolling in a 
game? 
• Can they stay in a ‘zone’ 
during a game? 

Athletics 
• Can they run at fast, 
medium and slow speeds, 
changing speed and direction? 
• Can they link running and 
jumping activities with some 



• Can they decide where the 
best place to be is during a 
game? 
• Can they use one tactic in a 
game? 
•Can they follow rules? 
 

and cause problems for the 
opposition? 
• Do they know and use rules 
fairly to keep games going? 
• Can they keep possession 
with some success when using 
equipment that is not used for 
throwing and catching skills? 

Outdoor/Adventurous 
• Can they follow a map in a 
familiar context? 
• Can they move from one 
location to another following a 
map? 
• Can they use clues to follow a 
route? 
• Can they follow a route 
safely? 

• Can they decide where the 
best place to be is during a 
game? 
• Can they use one tactic in a 
game? 
•Can they follow rules? 

 
Gymnastics 

• Can they plan and show a 
sequence of movements? 
• Can they use contrast in their 
sequences? 
• Are their movements 
controlled? 
• Can they think of more than 
one way to create a sequence 
which follows a set of ‘rules’? 
• Can they work on their own 
and with a partner to create a 
sequence? 

and cause problems for the 
opposition? 
• Do they know and use rules 
fairly to keep games going? 
• Can they keep possession 
with some success when using 
equipment that is not used for 
throwing and catching skills? 

Gymnastics 
• Can they use a greater 
number of their own ideas for 
movement in response to a 
task? 
• Can they adapt sequences to 
suit different types of 
apparatus and their partner’s 
ability? 
• Can they explain how 
strength and suppleness affect 
performances? 
• Can they compare and 
contrast gymnastic sequences, 
commenting on similarities and 
differences? 

• Can they decide where the 
best place to be is during a 
game? 
• Can they use one tactic in a 
game? 
•Can they follow rules? 

 
Dance 

• Can they dance 
imaginatively? 
• Can they change rhythm, 
speed, level and direction? 
• Can they dance with 
control and co-ordination? 
• Can they make a sequence 
by linking sections together? 
• Can they link some 
movements to show a mood 
or feeling? 

fluency, control and 
consistency? 
• Can they make up and 
repeat a short sequence of 
linked jumps? 
• Can they take part in a relay 
activity, remembering when 
to run and what to do? 
• Do they throw a variety of 
objects, changing their action 
for accuracy and distance? 

Dance 
• Can they improvise freely, 
translating ideas from a 
stimulus into movement?  
• Can they share and create 
phrases with a partner and in 
small groups? 
• Can they repeat, remember 
and perform these phrases in 
a dance? 

Year 2 (Continuous throughout the term) 
Acquiring and developing skills 
• Can they copy and remember actions?  
• Can they repeat and explore actions with control and coordination? 
Evaluating and improving 
• Can they talk about what is different between what they did and what someone else did? 
• Can they say how they could improve? 
Health and fitness 
• Can they show how to exercise safely? 
• Can they describe how their body feels during different activities? 
• Can they explain what their body needs to keep healthy? 

Year 3 (Continuous throughout the term) 
Acquiring and developing skills 
• Can they select and use the most appropriate skills, actions or ideas? • Can they move and use 
actions with co-ordination and control? 
Evaluating and improving 
• Can they explain how their work is similar and different from that of others? 
• With help, do they recognise how performances could be improved? 
Health and fitness 
• Can they explain why it is important to warm-up and cool-down?  
•Can they identify some muscle groups used in gymnastic activities? 

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP • Embedding Rights Respecting 

• Eco-Council 
• British Values 

• Play Leaders 

CURRICULUM 
ENRICHMENT 

Hello Yellow 
Anti-Bullying 
PCSO Safety Assemblies 

World Toilet Day 
Christmas Production 
Visit to local Community 
Centre 
Boulder Bunker 

Children In Need 
 

Just One Tree Project  
Eco-Summit Day 
World Book Day 

Cultural Champion Visit 
Summer Production 

Y2 Residential  
 

 


